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We would like to proudly present to you the trendbook made by the 2xcell team of 
2018/2019.

Our group is composed of 12 students from the bachelor ‘’Trend Research and 
Concept Creation in Lifestyle’’, also known as International Lifestyle Studies, based 
at the Academy of Creative Industries in Tilburg. With all our different qualities and 
characteristics it was easy to have an enthusiastic and motivated team. The whole 
group has in common one main thing, the interest in trends; the shifting values and 
needs in society. In the past few weeks, we have spotted trends, researched those 
and gathered more information about them to give you more insight into today’s 
world. 

However, we didn’t have to do this all by ourselves. Our mentors were there through 
the whole process to help us and provide great expertise. We want to thank Bodil 
Jurg, Rudy van Belkom and Vera Bouwhuis for all their support. With constructive 
criticism and feedback, they have encouraged us to keep going and improve the 
chosen trends. 

The team feels honoured that the Dutch Design Week, known as the most signifi-
cant design event in Northern Europe, has given 2xcell students the opportunity to 
create and provide trend tours. They are available for all DDW visitors and will be 
held in Dutch and English. With the trendbook and trendtours we hope to inspire 
you with insights in 5 important and interesting trends. 

We are looking forward to meeting you at ‘het Klokgebouw’ at Strijp S in Eindhoven. 
You can find us at hall 2 stand 8, and the tours will be held from Sunday 21st until 
Sunday 28th of October.

Trendteam International Lifestyle Studies 2018

PR FAC
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M T OUR
T  AM We want to introduce ourselves as your tour 

guides on this DDW 2018. We will be here to hap-
pily answer all your questions and give you more 
information about the trends and our profession. 
You are also more than welcome to contact us 
via our LinkedIn accounts afterwards. Vera BouwhuisMentor
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INTRODUCTION
The world around us is constantly in motion. Every day new products, ideas or 
services come on the market to cater to our needs. Trash becomes a treasure 
and inspiration for new materials. We’re getting in touch with nature again by 
mirroring and reacting on it. Due to stress, we are finding ways to escape from 
daily pressure. We even accept that natural sources are disappearing, but, hey, 
we can use technology to fix it and make it even better. What does our future look 
like with all these developments and innovations?

In this Trendbook, five future-proof trends driven by shifts in society are being 
presented. Per trend, we will explain its meaning driven by values and needs and 
show you three signals, the manifestations of the direction. 

Eager to know more about the signals and their creators? We added a list of 
sources where you can find more information.
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SPIC   UP 
TH  CL  AN-UP

SOLVING UNSEEN PROBLEMS - EXPLORING - LOCAL INITIATIVE

“All problems become smaller when you confront them 
instead of dodging them.” 

– William F. Halsey

There is a shift in making the world a little better while focusing on small local and of-

ten unseen issues. These problems consist of hidden trash-ures, which are materials 

that generally wouldn’t be recycled or found in the first place. New possibilities and 

purposes are being explored to ensure the non-recycled materials are being re-used. 

Inspirational initiatives are being undertaken to make sure the locality of the trash 

plays a role in this whole process. So this trend focuses on bringing back the local area 

to a clean environment and exploring new ways to tackle the unseen local problems.

(Rdgcampos, 2018)
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Vepa &
Plastic Whale
 Creator : Vepa and Plastic Whale

Vepa and Plastic Whale are collaborating to clean up the canals in their local area. 
Their partnership resulted in a line of office furniture entirely made from plastic waste 
in Amsterdam canals.

The waste found in the canals is often unseen, or it is not indeed a primary place for 
finding new materials. This incited Vepa and Plastic Whale to create furniture from the 
recycled plastic which is 100% recyclable into furniture from the same collection or 
other similar products. When handing in the equipment, Plastic Whale and Vepa will 
repay 15% of the original price (Vepa, 2018).

The designers of Vepa and Plastic Whale made the problem of waste in the canals 
that usually isn’t that obvious, visible.

Gumshoe
 Creator : Gumdrop, Explicit Wear and Amsterdam

The Gumshoe is a shoe made out of recycled chewing gum. It contains a sole that is 
made of recyclable compounds made up of 20 per cent gum (also known as Gum-
Tec) (Ong, 2018).

In the Netherlands, just as in many other countries, it is a well-known problem that 
there are many chewing gums on the pavements. In local neighbourhoods, gum is 
normally not something you would spot easily, and wouldn’t clean up easy either. It is 
a bizarre material that not many people recycle. That is why city marketing organisa-
tion Iamsterdam started looking for a way to create something useful out of it.

Gum-Tec workers collected gums from the streets of Amsterdam and decided to 
partner up with Gumdrop and Explicit Wear to make a shoe out of it (Gumshoe Am-
sterdam, 2018). With this initiative, the world is a step closer to a gum-free street.

(Cooke, 2018) (Hiconsumption)
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Redhouse
Architecture
 Creator : Christopher Mauer 

Redhouse architecture, located in Cleveland, has the initiative to clean up the local 
area by using mushroom mycelium, which is a fungus-like bacterial colony, to help 
with the process of biocycling abandoned houses.

This initiative is a response to the housing crisis in Cleveland, where the number of 
abandoned houses is abnormally high, around 4,600 abandoned homes since 2016 
(Buduson, 2018). The housing problem is acknowledged but not paid attention to, be-
cause of this it is an unseen problem. Redhouse Architecture founder Christopher 
Maurer said: “That waste just ends up in landfills for the most part, as it’s too expensive 
to extract any of the good materials.”(Lindsay, 2018). Because now it is hard to extract 
reusable materials from houses, the materials will not be used and instead will be 
dumped in a landfill.

However, Redhouse Architecture looked for a way to be able to recycle these over-
looked materials. They came to a solution where they are able to create bricks, struc-
tures as well as insulation and other building materials out of the mycelium and rub-
bish from derelict houses. 

(Lindsay, 2018)
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INT  R-
CONN  CT  DN  SS
AESTHETIC – MOVEMENT – CONNECTION

‘’Learn how to see. Realize that everything is connected to anything else.’’ 
- Leonardo da Vinci

Although human beings are part of nature, we got disconnected. Most man-made 

objects have a static form. Everything natural in this world, including people, is in a 

constant moving metamorphosis and adaptation to its surroundings. All movements 

on earth can be seen as the carrier of innovation, a genuine desire for all species to 

deeply connect. Our lust to get in touch with our own nature led us to mirror and react 

on nature itself through the emphasis on the aesthetics. Thus, we desire to reconnect 

with nature which benefits us particularly on the psychological, cognitive, and spiritual 

well-being (Keniger, Gaston, Irvine, & Richard, 2013).

(Pinimg)
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Shylight
 Creator: Studio Drift

The Shylight is a performative sculpture that unfolds and retreats in a way that certain
types of flowers do. It feels alive because of unpredictable, natural-looking move-
ments.

Shylight is created out of many layers of silk, which cause movement with the grace 
of a dancer and is entirely controlled by a computer. Each Shylight moves as a unique 
being. One might open and close fast and confident, while another one is more care-
ful and shy.

It emphasises interaction between human admiration and nature with technology. 
The movement of the Shylight is controlled to create a fascinating aesthetic chore-
ography (Studio Drift, 2018).

Syntopia
 Creator: Iris van Herpen

The Syntopia is haute couture collection, where both organic and inorganic forms are 
combined to highlight the aesthetic convergence of natural biology and manmade 
technology.
 
To create a unique implication of movement, van Herpen interprets the ‘chronophoto-
graphic’ bird-flight motions into thousands of two-toned transparent organza layers. 
“By slowing down time into split seconds, I started breaking down the usual draping 
of fabric, to then layer the milliseconds all slightly shifted, like the layering of a bird’s 
feather.” says van Herpen. With her draping, she tries to recreate the movement of the 
feathers of a flying bird. 

The designers see it as a tribute to the connection between evolution and the human 
desire to be able to fly. The delicate interaction emphasises the power of fragility and 
connection between species (Herpen, 2018).

(Studio Drift, 2018) (Irisvanherpen, 2018)
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Big
Pollinator
 Creator: Jakob Bokulich

A kinetic, interactive sculpture, where participants are invited to turn geometric, bee-
hive inspired “gears”, making art and analogy from machinery and motion.
 
At approximately 20 feet high, Big Pollinator seems to hover in the air, a machine of 
flower-like modules spinning in synchronicity. Interior lighting and the shape of the 
blades create an interplay of lights and shadows between the “flowers”. As a result, 
the hexagons appear and disappear, symbolising ephemeral patterns of a beehive.

Big Pollinator expresses interconnectedness. People, weather patterns, animals, plants 
and the planet are all interconnected. We are all connected to nature, like gears in a 
machine, or bees in a colony. The sculpture will burn with spinning gears igniting each 
other in continuation, creating a truly unique aesthetic effect (Bokulich, 2018).

(Bokulich, 2018)
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ISOLATING
LON  LIN  SS
PEACE OF MIND - RELATABLE CONNECTION - COMFORT 

“Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another: 
What! You too? I thought I was the only one.”

 - C.S. Lewis 

The trend focuses on combating isolation in a new way. Alone in the Netherlands, 

there are 1,3 million people that are experiencing loneliness, especially children and 

youngsters with a long-term illness or dealing with desolation (Noisolation, 2018). 

When children are going through a difficult situation, they tend to not talk about it and, 

as a result, will feel lonely. Connecting with others that relate to you, is a form of com-

bating loneliness (Rubin, 2018). This trend ensures you can communicate with others 

through technology.  Whether it is a friend that you can relate to, connecting with your 

actual friends whom you are isolated from or a friend in real life that provides you with 

comfort. Where there is interaction with someone that relates to your experience, you 

know that you are not alone. Regular communications or relating to others in similar 

situations can make you feel normal and distract you from the pain you are enduring.  

This distraction from pain can offer some peace of mind. 

(Joelix, 2016)
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My Special
Aflac Duck
 Creator: Sproutel 

Aflac is a stuffed duck. The duck is a ‘friend’ who is going through the same experience 
such as cancer to provide comfort (Sproutel, 2018). 

The duck is responsive to the child, and it has sensors that allow it to move. Also, it is 
a form of communication to let the caregivers know how the children feel. They can 
communicate with feelings tokens where the child can tap on the duck’s chest, and 
the duck will express the emotion (Newyorkpast, 2018). 

Most children affected by diseases have difficulties communicating their feelings. 
Therefore they tend to isolate themselves and do not speak up.  Aflac, the duck, helps 
the children cope with isolation through interacting with it. 

(YANKO Design, 2018) (Kluczenko,2018)

AV1 Robot
 Creator: No isolation

A Norway based designer created a telepresence robot for the start-up ‘No-isolation’. 
This start-up helps children with illness to keep up with school when they are at home. 
It is the child’s eyes, ears and voice. The robot is small, has a camera, speaker and 
microphone, allowing to have two-way audio (Noisolation, 2018). 

Researchers found that children with an illness did not want to be on display. There-
fore the robot has a camera that only streams a one-way video. AV-1 is at school for 
the children, whereas the kid can receive education from their beds at home or in the 
hospital. Also, the robot is connected with both Wi-Fi and 4G thus; the child can be 
connected with school friends during break time. 

Besides, AV-1 communicates the value of empathy with technology and emotions. 
Therefore, the robot combats isolation through letting the child interact with others 
through the robot and still feel connected to society and school (Pownall, 2018).
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Apart of Me
 Creator: Bounce work 

Bounce Works has created an app specially designed for children and their families to 
overcome and inform about grief and cope with life-limiting illness. 

The app consists out of multiple places on an island that your hero can visit, the water 
pool where you can find some peace and get help with a mindful meditation de-
signed for the grieving process. You can look for rocks on the beaches to see different 
perspectives on the topic of “what comes after death”. Finally, you can visit the cave, 
where you can catch fireflies, explore emotions and hear stories from people all over 
the world (Bounceworks, 2018). 

The cave is the place where kids can overcome their isolation by hearing stories from 
a multitude of people who went through similar circumstances. Within this cave, you 
can also find people in similar situations and connect with them, which eliminates the 
feeling of loneliness.(Bouceworks, 2018)
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PLAN B
SELF-RELIANCE - EFFICIENCY - INDEPENDENCE

‘’The arrogance of man is thinking nature is in their control 
and not the other way around.’’

 - Ken Watanabe 

It is nothing new that the human race has been using natural resources without al-

ways bearing in mind what the consequences are. Now that the danger feels immi-

nent, we want to repair what we broke. However, instead of fixing the damage and 

responsibly change our behaviours, humans accept the facts of irreparable harm. 

Instead, we use technology as a means to resolve those prominent issues.

Why? You could say our attitude toward nature is arrogant. We say: “Who even needs 

nature anyway? We recreated it and made it even better along the way!”

(Marks, 2009)
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Artificial Leaf
 Creator: Nathan Lewis and Daniel Nocera

Scientists have understood that in the past years’ deforestation have created a big 
problem for nature. This is why they have built an artificial leaf. It is a silicon-based 
device that can make photosynthesis more efficient than a regular leaf, generating 
electricity (Mian, 2018).

The artificial leaf can transform hydrogen into a renewable energy source since sun-
light and water are abundant on Earth (Sivaram, 2018). Hence, with this new invention, 
individuals can locally produce their energy and can live apart from an electricity grid. 
This leaf offers a significant advantage in that hydrogen energy could be rendered 
almost continuously anywhere and at any time (Mian, 2018).

(Melchiorri, 2016) (MITCSAIL, 2018)

Robotic Fish
 Creator : SHOAL

SHOAL, the pan-European ICT project, partly funded by the EU, has successfully de-
veloped and delivered intelligent robotic fish capable of working together to detect 
and identify pollution in ports and other aquatic areas. Just as a regular fish, it swims 
around, but it can do tasks that a typical fish cannot.

The fish can map where it is, where it needs to go and detect the location and chem-
ical composition of taken samples. Besides that, it can communicate all the informa-
tion back through the shallow water to a base station, other fish and a user interface.

Significantly, the robotic fish have been developed to blend into the marine environ-
ment in such a way that marine life is neither disrupted nor impacted in any negative 
way by their presence but carries on naturally (Maritime Journal, 2012). Once again, a 
perfect example of how we can rely on our knowledge and capabilities to solve the 
planet’s problems.
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Synthetic Pollenizer
 Creator : Michael Candy

This artificial robot flower supports bees to pollinate. 

These little creatures may seem unimportant, but they keep our food industry going. 
Honey bees are responsible for pollinating our fruits and vegetables. However, due to 
problems we caused, such as pollution, climate change and the use of pesticides, our 
honeybees are dying. The synthetic flower is equipped with nectar and pollen and will 
be installed alongside real fauna.

With this robot flower, Michael Candy has created an alternative for bees that is safer 
than pollinating real fauna (Yalcinkaya, 2018).

(Yalcinkaya, 2018)
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P  AC  FUL 
  SCAP  

DESIRE TO ESCAPE – DISCONNECT – RELAXATION

“There is only one way left to escape the alienation of present-day 
society: to retreat ahead of it.” 

- Roland Barthes

In the current society, we are expected to continually have large amounts of work 

and study in combination with more and more responsibilities. By putting the weight 

of being perfect on our back, we often feel anxious and depressed. We are living in 

a stressed society where peer pressure and prejudices push us to behave in a way 

that we would not usually do. We are losing our freedom of choice, because our will is 

always distorted and influenced by others’ behaviour. These motifs bring people the 

desire to escape where no stress and duties exist and to come back as better selves.

(Pinimg)
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(Aichinger) (Sun, 2018)

Tiny Home
Creator : The young start-up Getaway 

The company Getaway focuses on new experiences people can gain close to the 
busy urban city life. Getaway noticed the demand for escape and relaxation that 
was growing in the society and decided to create these tiny-homes to satisfy socie-
ty’s needs (Getaway, 2018). They genuinely believe in the health benefits that nature 
brings along and how someone’s quality of life can be improved by just living close to 
green areas (Bearman, 2018).

By providing 80 cabins across three focus areas in the United States: New York, Wash-
ington DC and Boston, a chance to retreat for short periods of time in nature has giv-
en. Clients can benefit from their privacy and enjoy the relaxation that these cabins 
provide by being plunged into nature (Getaway, 2018).

The aim is to give clients the possibility to escape from the stressed society and all 
the responsibilities and duties that come along areas (Bearman, 2018). People need 
to understand what is genuine worth it in life and focus on that to live a more peaceful 
life.

Luxury
Escapism
 Creator: Oddly satisfying spa

This idea was born as a response to the current society that causes digital anxiety 
and stress. Oddly Satisfying Spa has researched to see what the problems were of 
youngsters is this modern era. They found out that the majority of them is stressed 
and exhausted about social media and the pressure that comes along with it. 

The stress and anxiety take over their emotional and physical health and priorities 
such as being at peace with themselves (McQuarrie, 2018). Therefore, they tried to 
create digital wellness in charge to reduce stress brought up by social media (The 
oddly satisfying spa, 2018). 

The Oddly Satisfying Spa uses slime, kinetic sand and Virtual Reality and combines 
them all into a relaxing experience (The oddly satisfying spa, 2018). The moment the 
client puts on his VR glasses, he gets taken away into an experience that stimulates 
his senses and imagination. Alone in a relaxing atmosphere without judgements or 
standards.
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 Creator: Thom Browne 

Thom Browne expresses the power of escapism in his collection. He wants to highlight 
the possibility of escaping a stressed society that brings up depression and anxiety 
(Moss, 2018).

Browne believes in the Power of Escapism and thinks that escaping from society is 
necessary to tone down and to come back in a community as a better self. Another 
strong thought of him is focusing on getting back to you when you were a kid. He con-
fidently claims that if you want to tackle stress you need to go back to you as a child 
and to break out from your responsibilities (Moss, 2018).

The purpose of Browne’s collection is to showcase that escapism is sometimes nec-
essary to recharge yourself and get away from the modern society since we get pres-
sure from these different factors (Contributor, 2018).

The Power
of Escapism

(Boudet, 2018)
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  PILOGU
We would like to thank everyone who read our Trendbook 
for the Dutch Design Week 2018. Please, don’t hesitate to 
contact us with any further questions, more information 
or future work collaboration!

We hope you feel inspired. Let’s look at the world from 
different perspectives!

Trendteam International Lifestyle Studies 2018

TEAM EMAIL:
 futurethinkersils@gmail.com

Amber Groenewegen
 ambergroenewegen15@gmail.com
Amber van de Sanden
 amber.vandersanden@outlook.com
Camilla Rosi
 rosi.cami99@gmail.com
Carla Bartos
 carla.bartos@gmail.com
Eveline Monse
 eveline.monse@hotmail.com
Giang Anh Nguyen
 ng.gianganh1@gmail.com
Giovanna Pantano
 giovi98ok@gmail.com
Laura Olijslagers
 laura@toyoly.nl
Mallory Wever
 malloryweverhsing@gmail.com
Robin de Heer
 robin.sandre.dh@gmail.com
Rosanne Schuurmans
 rosanne.schuurmans@outlook.com
Thars Labee
 thars.labee@hotmail.com
Vera Bouwhuis
 verabouwhuis@gmail.com

Contact Us:
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